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So often we talk about our intentions – how significant they are, that if we hold
and envision an intention we will move toward it. We must also remember that
we are the Spirit’s intention, each of us. Each of us is an expression of
Incomprehensible Holy Mystery’s intentionality, its effort to engage in the world,
to become more present in the world, to tangibly incarnate a greater portion of
itself in and for our Earth community.
– Author Judy Cannauto, “Reflections on Receiving the Sacred Universe Award”

Welcome to our first Community Circles of 2021! I can’t think of a better
energy to begin this new year than to remember, as Judy Cannauto writes, that
each one of us is a manifestation of Spirit’s intention. We breathe, we live the
energy of incarnation, and our greatest loss is when we don’t realize it. In this
new
In our White Stone ceremony, we listened for our new name, our new
identity for 2021. We did this with the understanding that 2020 changed us, and,
in addition to giving us new experiences, hopefully added also to our wisdom.
As this year progresses, we will understand more, no doubt. However, we
already have begun to harvest the lessons of 2020. What are your reflections as
we move into 2021? How do you think 2020 added to your wisdom – what are
the lessons you are drawing from it?
How are you going to express as Spirit’s intention in the coming year? As
we look at One World, how should we express?
So much is happening in our world right now, as today’s news makes clear.
What tools will you use to move forward into this new year with intention and
awareness? Imagine yourself one year from today – what would you like to
recall as this year’s growth, this year’s accomplishments?

